Abstract. The present study investigated the key genes, which cause switch from adipogenic to osteogenic differentiation of human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs). The transcriptomic profile of hMSCs samples were collected from Array Express database. Differential expression network was constructed by calculating the Pearson 's correlation coefficient and ranked according to their topological features. The top 5% genes with degree ≥2 were selected as ego genes. Following the KEGG pathway enrichment analysis and the relevant miRNAs prediction, the miRNA-mRNA-pathway networks were constructed by combining the miRNA-mRNA pairs and mRNA-pathway pairs together. In total, we obtained 84, 119, 94 and 97 ego-genes in B, BI, BT and BTI groups, and DLGAP5, DLGAP5, NUSAP1 and NDC80 were the ego-genes with the highest z-score of each group, respectively. Beginning from each ego-gene, we identified 2 significant ego-modules with gene size ≥4 in group BI, and the ego-genes were PBK and NCOA3, respectively. Through KEGG pathway analysis, we found that most of the pathways enriched by ego-genes were associated with gene replication and repair, and cell proliferation. According to the miRNA prediction results, we found that some of the predicted miRNAs have been validated to be the regulatory miRNAs of these corresponding mRNAs. Finally we constructed a miRNA-mRNA-pathway network by integrating the miRNA-mRNA and mRNA-pathway pairs together. The constructed network gives us a more comprehensive understanding of the mechanism of osteogenic differentiation of hMSCs.
Introduction
Osteoporosis is a kind of systemic bone disease that is characteristic of low bone mass and bone tissue microstructure abnormality, which leads to a successive enhancement in bone fragility and fracture risk (1) . Human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) possess the potential to differentiate into numerous cell lineages, such as adipocytes, osteoblasts, fibroblasts and chondrocytes. In bone marrow of osteoporosis patients, the number of adipocytes are often increased, concomitant with a decrease in the pool of hMSC which could differentiate into osteoblasts (2, 3) . It has been confirmed that transforming growth factor beta (TGF) could promote hMSCs osteogenic differentiation when the medium contained cAMP-enhancing agents such as IBMX. Identifying key genes, pathways and related miRNAs involved in TGF -induced switch from adipogenic to osteogenic differentiation of hMSCs, is essential to elucidate the molecular mechanisms, find potential drug targets, and identify biomarkers for osteoporosis.
During the past few years, many researchers have turned to using network based approach to get a more comprehensive understanding the process of disease. To better comprehending the relationship between disease-related genes and pathways, this approach can also predict better targets for new agent development. Yang et al (4) , developed an EgoNet method which can find out the important subnetworks that interrelated to the diseases. This method overcame the problems (the subnetworks are dubious and can not act as a formal topological characteristic) that exist in the methods developed by Dutkowski and Ideker (5) and Zhu et al (6) . Therefore, we performed EgoNet method (4) to find out the egonetworks associated with osteogenic differentiation of hMSCs.
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are non-coding single-stranded RNA molecules encoded by endogenous genes of about 20-24 nucleotides in length and involved in post-transcriptional gene expression regulation (7) . miRNAs down-regulate the target gene by complementary pairing with the 3'-untranslated regions of these mRNAs. Recently, increasing number of studies are concerning the dysregulation of miRNA in many diseases including osteoporosis (8, 9) . For example, microRNA100 (10) and microRNA138 (11) have been proved to function in regulating osteogenic differentiation of hMSCs. Until now, many of the interactions between miRNA and mRNA were found by experimental validation while it is confident but inefficient. However, the systematic computational approach can help us to effective understand the functions of miRNAs by integrating gene expression profiles and miRNA regulatory data (12) . Target score algorithm is a probabilistic scoring method which possesses improved prediction accuracy compared to most of the prediction methods (12) . Therefore, target score algorithm was performed in this study to identify the miRNAs probably related to the osteogenic differentiation of hMSCs.
In the present study, according to the gene expression profile data and PPI data, we identified the ego-genes by the ego network algorithm. Then we performed KEGG pathway enrichment analysis and predicted the related miRNAs of the ego-genes. The miRNA-mRNA-pathway network was constructed to help comprehensive understanding of the mechanism of hMSCs osteogenic differentiation.
Materials and methods
Data collection. The transcriptomic profiles (GEOD-84500) of hMSCs samples were downloaded from Array Express database (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/). In the original research, a total of 54 samples were selected for analysis, including 6 control samples and 48 experimental samples. The experimental samples are divided into four groups [BMP2 group (B), BMP2_IBMX group (BI), BMP2_ TGFB group (BT), and BMP2_TGFB_IBMX group (BTI)]. The 6 control samples were used as control group for each experimental group. To command the quality of the profile, standard pre-processing was performed (13, 14) . Furthermore, we converted the expression profile from probe level to gene symbol level, and removed the duplicated symbols. Finally, a total of 20,514 genes were obtained in each group.
All human protein-protein interaction networks (PPIN) were obtained from the Search Tool for the Retrieval of Interacting Genes/Proteins (STRING) database (http:// string-db.org/) and used as our global network (include 787,896 interactions). The margin values greater than 0.8 were considered as background PPI. Furthermore, we combined the gene expression data and PPI data by taking the intersections between the two data sets. A total of 48,469 interactions and 7,899 genes were obtained and considered as the background expression network (BEN) applied for the next analysis.
Identification of ego-networks. The Pearson's correlation coefficient (PCC) of the interactions in the above BEN was calculated, and the interactions with absolute PCC >0.8 were chosen to construct the differential expression network (DEN). The four DENs contain 2,361 sides and 1,694 nodes (B), 5,462 sides and 2,382 nodes (BI), 3,520 sides and 1,889 nodes (BT), 4,200 sides and 1,955 nodes (BTI), respectively. We utilized one-side t-test to calculate the p-values of differential gene expression between control and experimental group. Afterwards, the weight value of each interaction was computed using equation 1 where V stands for the set of nodes in the network.
Secondly, all genes in DEN are ranked according to their topological features. The z-score of each gene in the network was calculated using equation 2. Then the z-scores were sorted and the top 5% genes with degree ≥2 were selected as ego genes.
Thirdly, a module search was carried out at the beginning with each ego gene. To ensure accuracy, area under the receiver operating characteristics curve (AUC) was used to evaluate the performance (4). Briefly, for a known ego gene (v), we considered it as module C = {v}. Then the gene u adjacent to v was added to this module and the module C' was obtained. Entropy change was computed as follows: ΔA(C' , C) = A (C') -A (C). ΔA (C' , C) >0, means the addition of gene u enhanced the classification accuracy of module C. Then, the adjacent genes, which increased ΔA, were added to module C successively until ΔA was no longer increased. Finally, the modules with gene size ≥4 and AUC ≥0.9 were selected as ego-modules.
Pathway enrichment analysis. Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) (15) was performed for functional pathway enrichment of ego-genes. Fisher test was used to identify the enriched pathways. The top 10 pathways with the p-value <0.05 were selected as the differential pathway.
Gene-related microRNA prediction. The microRNAs related to ego-genes were predicted using targetscore algorithm, which was improved based on targetscan method. The TSCS (TargetScan context + score) and PCT (probabilities of conserved targeting) data of the ego-genes were obtained from the TargetScan data website. Based on TSCS and PCT values, VB-GMM algorithm were performed to calculate the target score values of the genes. The target score value was used to screen out the relevant miRNA of ego-genes.
Establishment of miRNA-mRNA-pathway network. The miRNA-mRNA-pathway network was constructed by integrating the mRNA-pathway pairs and miRNA-mRNA pairs we gained in the previous steps. Cytoscape v.3.5.1 software was used for the network construct.
Results
Ego networks. We obtained BEN by taking intersections between the expression profile and PPI data. And the DEN was extracted from the BEN by Pearson correlation coefficient and one-sided t-test. Then the ego-genes were identified from DEN according to the order of their z-scores. The numbers of ego-genes identified in B, BI, BT and BTI groups (ranked in top 5% and degree ≥2) were 84, 119, 94 and 97, respectively. The top 10 ego-genes and their z-scores in each group are shown in Table I . The ego-genes with the highest z-score in B, BI, BT and BTI groups were DLGAP5, DLGAP5, NUSAP1 and NDC80, respectively.
Starting with each ego-gene identified above, we perrformed the module search. The modules with AUC <0.9 were removed and 84, 119, 94 and 97 modules were obtained in B, BI, BT and BTI groups, respectively. Furthermore, the modules with gene size ≥3 were selected as candidate ego-networks. Under this cut-off value, 56 modules in BI group, 1 in BTI group, 2 in B group and none in BT group were obtained. Among these modules, two modules with gene size = 4 were obtained (module 74 and module 105; Fig. 1 A permutation test was performed on these 59 candidate ego net-works to determine the statistical significance between experimental group and control group. All p-values of these modules were zero. This result indicated that all of them possessed a remarkable difference between experimental group and control group and these modules may be more important than the others in the progression of the switch from adipogenic to osteogenic differentiation of hMSCs.
Enriched pathways of ego-genes. Pathway enrichment analysis was performed based on the KEGG database and Fisher's exact test was used to investigate functional gene sets enriched by ego-genes. Only pathways with adjusted P-value <0.05 were considered to be the differential pathways that the certain ego network enriched. The top 10 enriched pathways of each group are shown in Table II . In BTI group, six ego-genes enriched in Pyrimidine metabolism and six ego-genes enriched in Oocyte meiosis. Four genes were enriched in Fanconi anemia pathway and 3 genes were enriched in Nucleotide excision repair. Six genes were enriched in HTLV-I infection and three genes were enriched in p53 signaling pathway. Two genes were Table I . Top 10 ego genes of each group extracted from differential expression network. enriched in mismatch repair and three genes were enriched in progesterone-mediated oocyte maturation. Four genes were enriched in Purine metabolism and two genes were enriched in Base excision repair. Most of these ten pathways in BTI group were associated with gene replication and repair which were closely related to cell proliferation and differentiation. The pathways enriched by the ego-genes in the other three group were similar to that in BTI group as described in Table II .
Prediction of miRNAs related to ego-genes. The miRNAs related to ego-genes were predicted using Target Score algorithm. The relevant miRNAs with a target score value >0.4 were selected. There were 423 pairs in B group, 570 pairs in BI group, 433 pairs in BT group and 456 miRNA-mRNA pairs in BTI group. Relationships between ego-genes of BI group and the predicted microRNAs are shown in Fig. 2 Construction and analysis of miRNA-mRNA-pathway network. We obtained 267 mRNA-pathway pairs and 423 miRNA-mRNA pairs of the ego-genes in B group; 230 mRNA-pathway pairs and 570 miRNA-mRNA pairs of the ego-genes in BI group; 94 mRNA-pathway pairs and 433 miRNA-mRNA pairs of the ego-genes in BT group; 117 mRNA-pathway pairs and 456 miRNA-mRNA pairs of the ego-genes in BTI group. The miRNA-mRNA-pathway networks were constructed by merging these pairs. The miRNA-mRNA-pathway network we constructed for BI group is shown in Fig. 3 . This network not only reflects the regulatory association between miRNA and mRNA, but also suggests the biological function of miRNA regulation. The networks of other 3 groups were also constructed (data not shown).
Discussion
Over the past 10 years, considerable work has been done on predicting gene markers from expression profiles, which can classify and give prognosis of the disease, but these predictions often lack reliability and accuracy (16) . Therefore, researchers need to turn to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the disease by acquiring subnetworks. In the present study, we used EgoNet algorithm proposed by Yang et al (4) , to identify the ego-networks associated with the switch from adipogenic to osteogenic differentiation of hMSCs. The pathway enrichment analysis and related miRNAs prediction were performed by KEGG and targetscore, respectively. Finally the miRNA-mRNA-pathway networks were constructed. Through EgoNet algorithm method, we found that Nucleolar and spindle associated protein 1 (NUSAP1) and Discs, large (Drosophila) homolog-associated protein 5 (DLGAP5) were two genes that with higher z-scores and ranked in front in all the four groups. NUSAP1 is a regulatory cyclin, which take a vital part in the spindle assembly and cell proliferation. NUSAP1 has been shown to be overexpressed in many tumors, so its functional disorders may be closely related to the development of tumors (17) . So far, there is no report on the relationship between NUSAP1 and osteoporosis. In the present study, the abnormality of NUSAP1 compared to the control group may be related to the differentiation of hMSCs. DLGAP5 is a protein involved in the formation of centromere in cell division and played an important role in the movement of spindle (18) . DLGAP5 has also been shown to be involved in many cancer types, including breast cancer, prostate cancer and liver cancer (18) (19) (20) . Nuclear division cycle 80 (NDC80) gene gained the highest z-score in BTI group (Table I) . It is a nuclear protein which is closely related to the stability of chromosomes and takes important part in mitosis regulation. It has been known that the irregular expression of NDC80 in cells often accompanied with spindle checkpoint abnormal, chromosome separation abnormal and cell cycle disorders, which may eventually lead to the occurrence of cancer (21) . Further study is needed to verify whether NUSAP1, DLGAP5 and NDC80 are indeed associated with the differentiation of hMSCs.
Through module search, we found two modules with gene size = 4 in BI group. The corresponding ego-genes were PDZ binding kinase (PBK) and Nuclear receptor coactivator 3 (NCOA3). PBK is a serine/threonine protein kinase which is associated with the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) kinase (MAPKK) family (22) . It has been reported by many studies that overexpression of PBK may be involved in tumorigenesis (23, 24) . NCOA3 is a number of the steroid receptor coactivator p160 family, which regulates the transcription of nuclear receptors activation through the combination of nuclear receptors. It was found that the mouse model of NCOA3 knockout showed a decrease in lipid fat deposition and an increase in energy consumption (25) (26) (27) . Hartig et al (28) , reported that NCOA3 can combine with peroxisome proliferator activated receptor gamma (PPARγ) and lead to a decrease in PPARγ-s114 phosphorylation. Furthermore, it promoted the nuclear receptor PPARγ transcription activity and thus promoted the deposition of fat. It can be seen that NCOA3 is closely related to fat deposition. In the present study, the different expression of NCOA3 in hMSCs may be related to switch from adipogenic to osteogenic differentiation of hMSCs.
A miRNA-mRNA-pathway network was constructed in each group by combining the miRNA-mRNA pairs predicted by targetscore algorithm and the mRNA-pathway pairs together. Among the network constructed in BI group, CDKN1A is involved in four of the top 10 enriched pathways including p53 signaling pathway, FoxO signaling pathway, Hepatitis B, and pathways in cancer. CDKN1A was predicted to be the target of 10 miRNAs (hsa-miR-98, hsa-miR-20a, hsa-miR-106b, hsa-miR-106a, hsa-miR-22, hsa-miR-17, hsa-miR-132, hsa-miR-148b, hsa-miR-1285, hsa-let-7d) and five pairs of them have been validated (italicized miRNAs) (29) (30) (31) . Cell cycle inhibitor p21 CDKN1A is widely known as a cell cycle inhibitor. Besides it is also involved in cell motility, cell death program, DNA replication and repair, and transcription (32) . Therefore, CDKN1A may be one of the key genes involved in hMSCs differentiation.
Above all, we identified the differential gene expression networks between the control and experimental groups, and identified the ego-genes by ego-net analysis. Subsequently, the key pathways and related miRNA were identified through the KEGG pathway enrichment analysis and TargetScore algorithm. Finally, the mRNA-miRNA-pathway network was constructed. These identified key genes and pathways gave a deeper understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying the transformation of TGFβ-induced adipocytes into osteoblasts. Furthermore, the constructed network gave us a more comprehensive understanding of the mechanism of osteogenic differentiation of hMSCs. However, the relationships between the identified miRNA, mRNA and hMSC differentiation still need to be validated by biological experiments.
